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JOHN DICKIE

largo Bottai': An Attempt to Construct a
Common Italian History1

R ome's street names are a palimpsest. The story that they tell and retell is
that of nation-building, of 'making Italians'.2 It is a story which many in

the peninsula think has still not come to an end: the Italian state and society
have persistently been dogged by clientelism and 'familism'3; regional differ-
ences are still marked; the post-war era has seen a fragile democratic system
confront the irreconcilable differences between Catholics, Communists and
neo-Fascists. Since Rome was incorporated into the new Italian state in 1870,
the elites of successive eras have tried to use its streets as a pedagogical instru-
ment, to etch their own ideas of the nation into its ochre walls.

After unification, the country's liberal rulers sought to superimpose a
monarchical, Italian notion of Rome, erasing Papal names in favour of a Corso
Vittorio or a Via XX Settembre.4 During the twenty years of Fascist rule, the
Duce's repertoire of street names drew on a militantly imperialistic reading of
classical Roman history: Via dei Fori Imperiali. Rome also betrays the tense,
shifty pluralism of the post-war era, with its thoroughfares named after Palmiro
Togliatti and Alcide De Gasperi; there is even a Via Lenin.5 Italy's elites have
all tried to construct a common political culture, and instil a sense of the state
and of the state's right to rule. The Eternal City's street names speak of the
successes and failures of that project.

1 I would like to thank John Foot, Barbara Garvin, Robert Gordon, Bob Lumley, Grace Maiden
and Simon Parker for their valuable comments on earlier versions of this article. Thanks are
also due to Joanna Lovett for help in locating some material.

2 For an introductory history of Italy as the history of 'making Italians', see Christopher
Duggan, A Concise History of Italy (Cambridge 1994). For an introduction to the theoretical
and historical issues associated with nation-building in Italy, see John Dickie, 'Imagined Italies',
in David Forgacs and Robert Lumley (eds.), Italian Cultural Studies. An Introduction (Ox-
ford 1996), 19-33.

3 'Familism' means a tendency to place family interests above those of other entities in society,
notably the state. On this controversial notion, and on the role of patronage and clientelism
in Italian political culture, see Paul Ginsborg, 'Italian political culture in historical perspec-
tive', Modern Italy, vol. 1, no. 1, 1995, 3-17.

4 Corso Vittorio is named after Italy's first king, Victor Emmanuel II. 20 September 1870 was
the date on which Italian troops captured Rome from the Papacy.

5 Togliatti and De Gasperi were leaders, respectively, of the Communist Party and the Chris-
tian Democrats in the post-war period.

PATTERNS OF PREJUDICE, vol. 31, no. 2, 1997/0031-322X/7-14
SAGE Publications (London, Thousand Oaks, New Delhi)
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8 'Largo Bottai': An Attempt to Construct a Common Italian History

But Italy is not the only country which has had problems finding the
common values and symbols which some see as essential for a culturally and
politically cohesive state. Indeed, as I believe one recent controversy in Rome
demonstrates, such symbols as street names can also tell us about the risks
which accompany any attempt, however liberal in intent, to demarcate com-
mon cultural reference points. The story of the proposal to name a Roman
street after a Fascist heavily implicated in Mussolini's antisemitic legislation is
a story not of prejudice or revisionism, but of a particularly problematic ver-
sion of pluralism.

A 'cultivated Fascist' and the Jews
On 3 September 1995, the Mayor of Rome, Francesco Rutelli, announced
that he intended to name a street after Giuseppe Bottai, formerly the Fascist
governor of the city and the minister of national education.6 Rutelli cited
Bottai's cultural contribution to the life of the nation as the reason for the
honour. Bottai is widely seen as a 'cultivated Fascist': he was the founder, in
the final years of the regime, of the lively, relatively open journal Primato,
which hosted such writers as Ungaretti, Gadda, Pratolini, Pavese, Brancati
and Buzzati; law 1039 of 1939, which still governs the way Italy protects its
artistic heritage, was his work. Bottai, as first a 'critical' and then a 'repentant'
Fascist, is also an emblematic figure in the collapse of the dictatorship. He
played a key role in the sitting of the Grand Council of Fascism which ousted
Mussolini on 25 July 1943. He was subsequently sentenced to death by the
German puppet Republic of Sale. At the age of forty-nine, he enlisted as an
ordinary soldier in the French Foreign Legion to fight the Nazis, writing to
his son on 24 December 1944 that he hoped in this way to expiate 'the lack of
critical vigour and moral rigour which prevented me from opposing the de-
generation of Fascism effectively'.7

On 18 September 1995, during a hastily arranged press conference at
which he was flanked by Bottai's son Bruno (the Italian ambassador to the
Vatican) and by Guido Di Veroli (president of the Anti-Defamation League
of the B'nai B'rith), Rutelli announced that he had postponed the implemen-
tation of his plan to name a street after the senior Fascist. The decisive factor
in his decision, he said, had been a meeting with leaders of the Jewish commu-
nity who had explained to him that they saw the proposal as an 'act of vio-
lence towards them'.8 As minister of national education, Bottai had

6 On Bottai, see the biography by Giordano Bruno Guerri, Giuseppe Bottai, fascista (Milan
1996). Brief information can also be found in Philip V. Cannistraro, Historical Dictionary of
Fascist Italy (Westport, CT 1982), 89-91. The precise location of the street was not decided
until 12 September, when the Rome council's 'Toponymic Commission' approved the pro-
posal and resolved to call a small, open stretch of road in the Villa Borghese park 'Largo
Bottai'. The street has no houses in it.

7 Quoted in Guerri, 225.
8 Rutelli, quoted in Alessandro Longo, 'E alia fine Rutelli cede su via Bottai', La Repubblica,

19 September 1995, 7.
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JOHN DICKIE 9

enthusiastically banned Jews from the country's schools and universities in
1938. As a member of the Grand Council of Fascism he had been amongst the
keenest supporters of the legislation which, among other things, prevented
Jews from teaching, owning land and buildings, or having 'Aryan' domestic
staff. Amongst Bottai's cultural achievements was that of forcing Albert Ein-
stein to resign from the prestigious Accademia dei Lincei.

Between 3 and 18 September, Rutelli defended his proposal against ob-
jectors, both furious and measured. Many of his allies on the Rome council
opposed him. Tullia Zevi, the president of the Italian Union of Jewish Com-
munities, addressed a stern letter to Rutelli on the subject. The national lead-
ership of the biggest trades union federation, the CGIL, sent him an angry
fax. Jews, left-wingers and former partisans combined to form a '14 Septem-
ber Committee' whose aim was to have the proposed Largo Bottai named in
honour of the victims of racism in Italy since 1938. Some 100 MPs signed a
petition against Rutelli's proposal. He was jeered at public events. A group of
regional councillors promised to destroy any street sign bearing Bottai's name.
Leading academics sent a collective letter. The radical town planner and ar-
chitect, Bruno Zevi, called Rutelli a dolt. On 17 September, a group of the
Mayor's supporters took out an advertisement in the newspaper L'Unità in
which they vowed never to vote for him again. A cartoon in the same edition
carried the caption: 'The more you know Bottai, the more you detest Rutelli.'

The idea of a Largo Bottai was insensitive, naive and wrong. The way
Rutelli defended his proposal, and the reasons he gave for his climb-down,
were less than entirely coherent or dignified. It seemed, at different times,
that Bottai had been selected despite, because of and irrespective of his being
a Fascist. Rutelli also claimed that he had consulted a close Jewish friend, his
doctor Massimo Finzi, about the idea of a Largo Bottai.9 Then, following his
decision to suspend the naming, Rutelli also stated that members of the Jew-
ish community, who had supported him in private, had changed their line in
public.10 In addition Rutelli attracted some allies whose motives and argu-
ments give good reason for suspicion. The Catholic Church displayed its tra-
ditional lack of sensitivity on the question of antisemitism: an article in the
Vatican newspaper, L'Osservatore Romano, criticized the 'ignorance' of Bottai's
achievements shown by Rutelli's opponents, and described their arguments
as 'archaic and opportunistic polemic'.11 Bruno Bottai defended his father on
the basis of a sophistic distinction between the 'discriminatory' Italian legis-
lation against Jews and the 'exterminatory' German policy.12 Indeed, Rutelli's
proposal arguably pandered to a more widespread desire to offload blame for

9 Dino Martirano, 'Largo Bottai, Rutelli fa marcia indietro', Corriere della Sera, 19 September
1995, 5.

10 Interview with Gian Antonio Stella, '"Così si aiuta chi vuole abolire via Togliatti"', Corriere
della Sera, 19 September 1995, 5.

11 'Polemiche arcaiche sulla proposta di intitolare una strada a Giuseppe Bottai', L'Osservatore
Romano, 4-5 September 1995, 7.

12 Alessandro Longo, 'Il figlio Bruno: "Leggete la storia"', La Repubblica, 19 September 1995, 7.
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10 'Largo Bottai': An Attempt to Construct a Common Italian History

the racial legislation on to the Germans, thus preserving the myth of an essen-
tially good Italian national character.13 Moreover, in a city with strong anti-
semitic undercurrents (one only has to go to the Stadio Olimpico on match
days), the Mayor's hope that the discussion would contribute to a calming of
still latent political animosities was based on a bad miscalculation.

However, it seems to me that to see Mayor Rutelli's initiative as an in-
stance of revisionism would be too simple. He had not 'forgotten' the dark
side of Bottai. Asked to explain his motives, Rutelli stated that Bottai bore
'very great responsibility for the racial laws' and that the intention was in no
way to absolve him of it.14 It was also suggested that Bottai's 'repentance'
made him an appropriate vehicle by which Italy might remember rather than
repress its ambivalent past.15 Rutelli is a Green who, as centre-left candidate,
had narrowly beaten the leader of the neo-Fascist Movimento Sociale Italiano
(MSI), Gianfranco Fini, in the mayoral elections of November 1993. The
Mayor pointed out on several occasions that his own parents had been awarded
a medal for hiding a Jewish fugitive in their house in Via Guattani when the SS
assisted by Fascists came to raid the ghetto on 16 October 1943.16 It was his
belief that, as a politician with good democratic and anti-Fascist credentials,
he bore a particular responsibility to make a gesture of political reconciliation
with the right. He attracted some support and critical understanding on that
basis: the widely respected philosopher and Mayor of Venice, Massimo
Cacciari, thought the choice 'understandable and reasonable';17 Rosario 'Sasà'
Bentivegna, the legendary partisan leader, agreed;18 Chief Rabbi Elio Toaff,
evidently concerned to defuse tensions, defended Rutelli when he was ha-
rangued by protesters while laying a wreath outside a synagogue on the anni-
versary of the armistice signed with the Allies on 8 September 1943." None
of these people would have associated themselves with the Mayor had his
plan been a cynical move aimed at winning a f ewright-wing votes. Both Rutelli
and the Rome council's cultural officer, ex-Communist Gianni Borgna, had
for some time been making reconciliatory overtures to right-wing intellectu-
als like Giano Accame, the former editor of the neo-Fascist party newspaper,

13 For some interesting remarks on this question, see David Bidussa, Il mito del bravo italiano
(Milan 1994), especially 57-81.

14 Corrado Zunino, 'Rutelli contrattacca: sulle case comunali e sul caso Bottai. "Ma è un verminaio
scoperchiato da noi"', La Repubblica, 10 September 1995,15.

15 See Rutelli's interview with Maria Grazia Bruzzone, 'II sindaco sotto tiro. "Non alzo la
bandiera bianca." La maggioranza dei romani sta con me', La Stampa, 19 September 1995, 2.

16 Zunino.
17 Quoted in Alessandro Longo, 'Roma avrà Largo Bottai. Rutelli nella bufera', La Repubblica,

13 September 1995, 12.
18 Dino Martirano, 'La via al gerarca. L'ex capo partigiano giustifica la scelta del sindaco,

contestato alia Sinagoga "Critiche ingiuste a Rutelli"', Corriere della Sera, 9 September 1995,
13.

19 Aldo Fontanarosa, '"Via Bottai" Rutelli contestato da ebrei e partigiani', La Repubblica, 9
September 1995, 12. Rabbi Toaff also stated that he attributed no great importance to the
decision (Longo, 'Roma avrà Largo').
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JOHN DICKIE 11

IlSecolo d'ltalia.20 To understand why those overtures were widely felt to be
necessary and positive, and to understand the general climate of rapproche-
ment between a post-Communist left and a post-Fascist right, we need to
understand the political revolution which Italy underwent in the early 1990s.21

'Operation Clean Hands' and the 'new' Italian Republic
On 17 February 1992, Mario Chiesa, the Socialist director of a Milanese re-
tirement home, was arrested whilst taking a bribe from a cleaning contractor.
In the same case, 36 politicians, 31 business people and 6 civil servants were
subsequently detained. Within the space of two years, the so-called 'Opera-
tion Clean Hands' anti-corruption investigations had used the threads picked
out in Chiesa's case to unravel a whole system of government based on the
Democrazia Cristiana (DC) and the Partito Socialista Italiano (PSI).22 The
DC, which had been in government throughout the post-war era, had always
employed patronage and clientelism. In the 1980s, the PSI under Bettino Craxi
helped turn those practices into a systematic kleptocracy. As a result of Op-
eration Clean Hands, the PSI met its electoral nemesis in the spring of 1994,
by which time the DC had already dissolved into several small groups, and
the historic leaders of both parties—men like Craxi, De Michelis, Andreotti,
Forlani and Gava—had all fallen victim to the investigating magistrates.

The success of the anti-corruption drive was in part due to a change in
the political climate. Following the fall of the Berlin Wall, the Partito
Comunista Italiano (PCI), Western Europe's largest Communist Party, so-
cial-democratized itself and suffered a major split to the left in 1991. Italians
no longer needed to 'hold their noses and vote Christian Democrat' to keep
the Communists out. In November 1993, centre-left mayoral candidates won
power in many of Italy's towns and cities, including Rome.

The neo-Fascist MSI also shifted towards the political mainstream. Its
move towards legitimacy was facilitated by the fact that the MSI had largely
been excluded from the corrupt DC-PSI system.23 In January 1995, the MSI

20 Pierluigi Battista, 'Via Bottai figlia di un brivido culturale', La Stampa, 16 September 1995,2.
21 Rutelli's move also has origins in his own political past, when he had a close association with

the Radical Party. The party's leader, Marco Pannella, was the first left politician to visit MSI
festivals and meetings in the early 1980s as part of his criticism of what he considered dog-
matic anti-Fascist positions taken by the Communists.

22 On the corruption investigations and their political impact, see, for example: David Nelken,
'A legal revolution? The judges and Tangentopoli', in Stephen Gundle and Simon Parker
(eds.), The New Italian Republic. From the Fall of the Berlin Wall to Berlusconi (London
1996), 191-205; Donatella délia Porta, 'Milan: immoral capital', in Stephen Hellman and
Gianfranco Pasquino (eds.), Italian Politics. A Review, vol. 8 (London 1993), 98-115.

23 A 'movementist', anti-capitalist rump—which quit Alleanza Nazionale—also opposed the
proposal to name a street after Bottai, whom they regarded as a traitor; see the comments of
their leader, Pino Rauti, reported in Alessandro Longo, 'Roma avrà Largo'. Alessandra Mus-
solini, one of the 'nostalgic' group, also thought of her grandfather's minister in the same
way; see Dino Martirano, 'La Mussolini: Rutelli è codardo", Corriere délia Sera, 20 Septem-
ber 1995, 4.
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1 2 'Largo Bottai': An Attempt to Construct a Common Italian History

formally dissolved itself and was absorbed into Alleanza Nazionale (AN) on
the basis of a commitment to liberal democracy and the condemnation of
racism: Fini was making a bid to be leader of a conservative bloc. The decision
was accompanied by a suspiciously superficial debate. Moreover, nostalgic
Fascists and young racists within the MSI's orbit cannot be said convincingly
to have embraced Fini's strategy.24 Nevertheless, the move was widely, if cau-
tiously, welcomed as a strengthening of the democratic system.

One result of these developments was that the Italian public sphere
buzzed with calls for a rewriting of the ground rules of the Republic. There
was a feeling that Italian public life was in a position to make a decisive break
with the corruption of the past, and that the time was ripe for the develop-
ment of a 'normal' democracy in which no group which accepted the liberal-
democratic status quo was to be considered beyond the pale. During the row
over Largo Bottai, Walter Veltroni, deputy leader of the Partito Democratico
della Sinistra (PDS)—the social-democratic offspring of the PCI—and
Gianfranco Fini, leader of AN, met to discuss the 'rules of the political game'.
Gad Lerner, a columnist for Turin's La Stampa, commented that both parties
were bidding to bolster their still shaky electoral legitimacy.25 The rapproche-
ment can also be attributed to the fact that many on the left had good reason
to believe that Silvio Berlusconi's demagogic 'company-party' Forza Italia,
with its massive media influence and its links to the old PSI, represented a
greater danger to democracy than Fini, who seemed a more honourable op-
ponent by contrast. During the same period, Fini was even applauded by a
crowd of PDS supporters in 'red' Reggio-Emilia.

Constructing a common national history
The Largo Bottai initiative was thus part of a broader mood of reconciliation
and pacification which cannot be explained away as entirely the by-product
of hard-nosed political calculation. The dramatic political transformations of
the early 1990s had reopened the nation-building issue. Italians, it was ar-
gued, had still to learn the protocols of a 'mature' democracy: pluralism, civic
responsibility and the transcendent status of the national interest. What one
journalist called Rutelli's 'toponymie activism' must be seen as, in part, a func-
tion of this sincerely felt pedagogical problematic.26 Naming a street after Bottai
fed into a narrative strategy implicit in this renewed nation-building effort:
bloody and bitter historical conflicts had to be transformed into the dramatic
tension of a common history finally brought to a happy democratic denoue-

24 On the MSI and AN, see: Carlo Ruzza and Oliver Schmidtke, 'Towards a modern right:
Alleanza Nazionale and the "Italian revolution"', in Gundle and Parker (eds.), 147-58; Piero
Ignazi, 'II Movimento sociale italiano', in Gianfranco Pasquino (ed.), La politica italiana.
Dizionario critko 1945-95 (Bari-Rome 1995), 273-85.

25 Gad Lerner, 'Dopo il caso Bottai. Fini-Veltroni pacificazione all'italiana', La Stampa, 16
September 1995, 1, 10.

26 Massimo Gramellini, '"Via Bottai" divide i romani', La Stampa, 13 September 1995, 2.
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JOHN DICKIE 1 3

ment. 'I believe that at the end of the century we have to talk reasonably
about history outside of contingent polemics', Rutelli argued in the early stages
of the controversy.27 He persisted in this reconciliatory narrative vision even
after his volte-face of 18 September: naming a street after Bottai had merely
been postponed until 'a climate of greater understanding and serenity is as-
sured'.28 Some of Rutelli's harshest opponents seem to have shared this as-
sumption: whilst he criticized the idea of a Largo Bottai as being divisive,
Gianni Rocca, of the centre-left Rome daily La Repubblica, expressed the
hope that the Italians would be like the Americans, for whom the Civil War is
now an inseparable part of a common national history.29 In other words, Bottai
could still, one day, become a symbol of unity.

It is perfectly understandable that those who argued against Rutelli's
initiative should not challenge his decision to postpone rather than abandon
Largo Bottai: they had to give him room to back down, thus avoiding politi-
cal damage to a successful opponent of the right. Nonetheless, there are philo-
sophical assumptions fundamental to Rutelli's position which, it seems to me,
need to be interrogated now that the controversy has passed. Rutelli was clearly
drawing on a widespread model of the nation according to which the national
culture is, or should be, homogeneous. For this kind of model difference is an
obstacle to that culture, something to be transcended through reconciliatory
narrative or opposed by unifying symbols. The model suggests that 'we' must
take a stand for certain values, and choose symbols and narratives which en-
capsulate 'our' choices.

Hence the case Rutelli put to his fellow Italians might be paraphrased as
follows: by naming a street after Bottai, we recognize that he is part of our
collective past, whether we like him or not, and by doing so we symbolize
our recognition that even those whose political values we oppose are part of
our community. The problem with such a view is not so much that it is wrong,
but that it gravely underestimates the difficulties of finding a consensus. There
is no point 'above' or 'outside' a culture from which one might look on and
decide which are to be its transcendent narratives or symbols, or what pre-
cisely is meant by the values invoked in a society's stand, say, for 'pluralism'
or against 'racism'. Cultures are not integrated ensembles of customs, values
and common reference points; they are better seen as ways of relating to other
cultures, of creating and managing differences. Difference is not so much a
problem for cultures as it is their necessary dynamic. Thus the 'we' which is
constructed by unifying symbols and stories is always a normative projection
rather than an objectively identifiable group; and as such it always risks being
exclusionary. Mayor Rutelli's assumption that time would soothe the implac-
able opposition to his proposal put up by the victims of the racial laws, and

27 Zunino.
28 Maria Grazia Bruzzone, 'Dietrof ront di Rutelli su via Bottai', La Stampa, 19 September 1995,

1-2.
29 'Dietrofront su Bottai', La Repubblica, 19 September 1995, 1, 14.
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] 4 'Largo Bottai': An Attempt to Construct a Common Italian History

his unfortunate invocation of 'Christian forgiveness, which is above polities',
reveal an undoubted ethnocentrism in his position.30 But, more than a revi-
sionist intent, they reveal some of the ethical and political hazards inherent in
arrogating to oneself the pedagogical role of determining where the common
ground in a culture lies, or where the nation's story should end.

JOHN DICKIE is a lecturer in Italian at University College London and a member of
the editorial committee of Modern Italy. His recent publications include 'La maccbina
da scrivere: the Victor Emmanuel monument in Rome and Italian nationalism' (The
Italianist, 1994), 'La "sicilianità" di Francesco Crispi' (Meridiana, 1995) and 'La logico
dello stereotipo: "Un omicida" della Contessa Lara' (Lettere Italiane, 1996). He is
currently writing a history of stereotypes of Southern Italy.

30 Maria Grazia Bruzzone, '"Via Bottai? Per il momento non si fa"', La Stampa, 19 September
1995, 2.
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